ACCEPTABLE MATERIALS FOR RECYCLING

Wood, Concrete, Metal, Shingles, Sheetrock, Cardboard, Glass, Plastic, Pallets, Doors and Windows

Call Myers Recycling Center today for a FREE, onsite evaluation of your project at

655-4312

We will accept all debris from any construction and demolition site from a bathroom fit up to tearing down an entire house.

Our Mission

We seek and utilize emerging technologies to efficiently and safely recover all raw material value from the construction and demolition waste stream, knowing that the recycled byproducts we produce will be reused to create renewable energy or to build new roads, homes, schools or businesses in our communities. What would have been buried in the landfill yesterday, will now be used to build our children’s future, create new jobs, and lessen our country’s dependence on foreign oil.

Myers Recycling Center • 216 Red Can Drive, Colchester
802-655-4312 • www.theredcanfamily.com
DON’T WASTE OUR RESOURCES RECOVER THEM!

Myers Recycling Center is committed to providing unparalleled service to our customers:

**Convenience** - Separation is never required. Upon arrival, our equipment and trained personnel will quickly process and recycle your commingled loads and have your back on the road in minutes.

**Maximum LEED Points** - Myers recovers up to 85% of the raw material value from an average jobsite container of commingled C & D Debris assuring you of the maximum LEED points needed for your building’s certification.

**Fully Compliant** - Complete monitoring of your waste stream, conducting load inspections by trained personnel, maximizing diversion & recovery, maintaining training and certifications, providing accurate reports.

### MATERIAL | RECOVERY METHOD | SECONDARY MARKET
---|---|---
Asphalt, Brick, Concrete | Segregate by size and then handpicked | Crushed and used as road base
Wood | Segregated by size and type, then handpicked | Chips are used to manufacture plywood and other wood products
Metals | Segregated and handpicked | Sent to metal reclaimers to be melted down and used as raw material
Gypsum | Segregated and handpicked | Material is crushed and the powder is used in various recycled products
Cardboard | Segregated and handpicked | Recycled by paper mills and used as raw material
Plastics | Segregated and handpicked | Recycled by paper mills and used as raw material

**Peace of Mind** - Myers Recycling provides environmentally safe, fully compliant, highly effective solution with a complete audit trail on all your downstream recyclables.

**Lower Costs** - With our high raw material recovery rate and our extensive secondary markets, using Myers Recycling can lower your project costs.

**Convenience** - With multiple open bays minimize wait times and concrete floors allow trucks to be easily unloaded with no mud or debris to cause damage or puncture tires.

**Size** - Myers boasts a 12,000 square foot, fully enclosed year round facility.

**No Minimums or Maximums** - No restrictions on the quantity of debris you can bring in. If you can haul it, we will take it.

MORE REASONS TO CHOOSE MYERS RECYCLING CENTER

**FREE LEED RECYCLING REPORTS AND SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION**

At Myers Recycling Center, we continuously strive for zero waste, always seeking and utilizing the most efficient technologies, secondary markets, and reporting methods to provide us and our construction customers with an environmentally safe, fully compliant, low cost recycling solution for all our new construction and demolition needs.